Tocal College sale horses can be ridden and inspected from the 28th of October, 2013. Videos, pictures and catalogue of sale horses can be viewed on the Tocal College website before the sale at www.tocal.nsw.edu.au

For more information call:
Warwick: 0488 201 456
Simone: (02) 49 398 813
Bowe & Lidbury: (02) 49327066

Sunday 3 November 2013
Parade: 9am
Sale: 1pm

Tocal College sale horses can be ridden and inspected from the 28th of October, 2013. Videos, pictures and catalogue of sale horses can be viewed on the Tocal College website before the sale at www.tocal.nsw.edu.au
Tocal College horses and Certificate III in horse husbandry course

Tocal College runs, among other courses, a Certificate III in Horse Husbandry. This is a one year course designed to give students a wide range of practical skills and knowledge to equip them for work in the horse industry.

Topics studied include equine nutrition, reproduction, hoof care and health. Each of the 23 students enrolled each year is given a foal to carry out weaner handling, a 20 to 22 month old horse to break in and a breaker from the previous year to learn on at the beginning of the course.

Tocal runs over 100 registered Australian Stock Horses comprising broodmares, foals, breakers and trainers. Approximately 16 horses are used for Certificate III Agriculture students to learn to ride and do stock work on.

The College broodmares are joined to either the resident college sire or selected outside stallions. Of the 27 mares currently in the broodmare band, 26 were bred on Tocal and broken in and trained by students. Their selection was based on temperament, type, ability and bloodlines. Foals from these mares should possess the desired temperament, type and trainability allowing students to wean, break and train them.

If the number of foals born does not match requirements, foals that are ready to be weaned are sourced from reputable breeders. These foals go through the same handling and training as College bred horses.

Tocal is proud to sell approximately 22 horses each year. Most of these horses have been bred on the College and all have been weaner handled, broken in and trained by students giving staff ample opportunity to observe them and be familiar with each one’s history.

Prospective buyers are invited to inspect, ride and discuss with staff the history of any horses prior to the sale. During breaking in, Tocal College horses are frequently hobbled, collar roped, have milk cartons hung from their tails and around their necks, are bagged all over and long reined. The students also teach their breakers to bow, to stand on a drum, to lie down and to accept a whip. Once the horses are mouthed most of their training occurs while being ridden out in the paddocks, through creeks, over hills and up gullies.

At the end of each year students compete their breakers in the Tocal Stock Horse Challenge. In this they walk over a bridge, load onto a float, have all feet picked up, open and shut a gate and have a whip cracked off them and carry an oilskin. They also do simple workouts, canter figures of eight, do simple changes, basic rollbacks, stop and back up.
In each following year these breakers become trainers and the new students learn the foundation training that these horses have gone through which prepares these students for their turn at breaking in. The trainers are worked on the mechanical cow and with bison and prepared for sale by the students.

Horses in the sale are shod for the first time for the sale. They are also rugged for the first time in the months leading up to the sale. Because of WHS requirements students always ride in a group of 4 or more and remain within viewing distance of instructors.

Each day the mob of horses to be ridden is mustered on a quad. Sale horses will have had limited transport experience which includes being trucked and floated around the college leading up to the sale. Most of the riding is done away from the arena except for the period leading up to the sale.

Tocal College endeavours to breed, train and sell quiet, soft and well mannered horses that can excel in a range of disciplines.

RESERVE PRICE

Each Tocal College horse catalogued in this year’s sale will have a reserve price of $3000 excluding GST.

RESPONSIBILITY OF PROSPECT BUYERS

Tocal College prides itself on giving prospective buyers the chance to ride Tocal College sale horses prior to the sale. Prospective buyers have the opportunity to contact staff prior to this sale to discuss aspects of each horse being sold. We do encourage prospective buyers to be honest about their level of horse experience in these discussions about horses they may be interested in purchasing prior to sale. We take no responsibility for buyers who have not undertaken their own research before purchasing a Tocal College horse. You can contact Warwick Lawrence and Simone Harvey on 0488 201 456 to make enquiries about sale horses.
DPI – TOCAL COLLEGE
INVITATION APPROVED ASH SALE

3rd November 2013

Tocal College
Bruce Urquhart Skills Arena
Paterson NSW

Sale Parade:         9.00am
Sale Commences:    1.00pm

HORSE ENQUIRIES:
Warwick Lawrence   0488 201 456
Simone Harvey

AGENT:
Bowe & Lidbury Pty Ltd
Maitland Regional Saleyards
52 Kyle Street, RUTHERFORD NSW 2320
Telephone: 02 4932 7066

Tocal College sale horses can be inspected by arrangement with Warwick Lawrence at Tocal College from 28th October 2013.

Videos and pictures can be viewed on www.tocal.nsw.edu.au
IMPORTANT NOTICE

The Australian Stock Horse Society, its members, Branches or related corporations, officers, agents and employees, for themselves and for those for whom they act, while exercising due care have provided all information without responsibility and give no guarantee whatsoever as to its accuracy.

Comments in the catalogue relating to horses listed for sale are based on information supplied by Vendors. The Australian Stock Horse Society Limited is unable to establish the accuracy or authenticity of such comments and any purchaser should rely on their own enquiries in this regard.

All persons who attend the sale do so entirely at their own risk and the Society, its members, Branches or related corporations, officers, agents, employees and its principals, for themselves and for those for whom they act, do not assume or accept any responsibility or liability of whatever nature for any injury or damage whatsoever which may occur.

VENDOR’S RESPONSIBILITIES

The Vendor is responsible for the completion of the Transfer Application. The Transfer Application will be provided at the sale and will only require the signature of the Vendor (nominee of the membership or authorised agent). The Transfer Application must be signed immediately after the horse has been sold.

The Vendor irrevocably appoints the Agent the Attorney of the Vendor to sign on behalf of the Vendor (or its nominee or authorised agent as the case may be) the Transfer Application in the event that the Vendor fails to do so as required by the preceding sub-rule.

VENDOR’S DUTY OF DISCLOSURE

Windsucking, wobblers, roarers – should any horse be addicted to windsucking or show any symptoms of being a wobbler or a roarer, then this fact must be disclosed by the Vendor to the Auctioneer prior to sale of the lot. The Auctioneer will disclose these facts at the time of sale.

Cryptorchids and any horse being presented for sale showing a visible deformity of the genitalia must be disclosed by the Vendor to the Auctioneer prior to sale of the lot. The Auctioneer will disclose these facts at the time of sale.

If the Vendor fails to make the said disclosure and the lot shall prove to have one of these symptoms within seven (7) days, then subject to the purchaser producing to the Society written evidence signed by a qualified Veterinary Surgeon, certifying that the said lot has one of these symptoms, then:

- Subject to the purchaser, at his own expense, returning the said lot to the place of sale or Vendor’s residence ( whichever being the closest for the Purchaser), the Purchaser may rescind the sale and any purchase monies paid by the Purchaser shall be immediately refunded by the Vendor;

- The Vendor may, at the discretion of the Board, be liable for suspension of the Vendor’s ASHS membership for a period of up to 13 months, and a fine of up to $500.00.

Where the Vendor has retained semen or embryos, then this fact must be disclosed by the Vendor to the Auctioneer prior to sale of the lot. The Auctioneer will disclose these facts at the time of sale. If the Vendor fails to make the said disclosure, the Vendor’s signature will become invalid on any applications for any mating in relation to the said horse which resulted after the sale of the said horse. As part of the disclosure, the vendor must disclose how many embryos or semen straws have been retained and whether the use is for commercial or private use.

The Agent, within 7 days of the sale, must advise any such disclosure to the Society, in writing.

CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRATION

Vendors are responsible for checking that the information on the horse’s Certificate is correct at time of nomination, i.e., sex, colour, brands, markings, etc.

The Certificate of Registration must be handed to the Organiser prior to the horse being inspected on the day of the sale.

Broodmares in foal must be pregnancy tested and a Veterinary Certificate produced, together with the ASH Breeding Certificate with service details duly completed. The Veterinary Certificate must indicate a minimum of 42 days in foal and must be issued within 21 days prior to the sale being held.

Broodmares with a foal at foot (foal must be less than 12 months old) must produce the Foal’s Certificate of Registration, Foal Recording Certificate or ASH Breeding Certificate (with details of service and the resultant foal’s information duly completed).

Foals over twelve months of age must be registered and the Certificate of Registration must be produced for the inspection.

Failure to provide the appropriate paperwork prior to the inspection of the horse will result in the horse being rejected from the sale and nomination fees will not be refunded.


**INSPECTION OF HORSES**

The Organiser must select Society Inspectors to view every horse offered for sale. The Inspector/s must collect the Certificate of Registration, together with any other appropriate paperwork, prior to the inspection of the horse. The registration papers and similar documents remain the property of the Society. Horses may be REJECTED from events (including Approved Sales) if the Society Inspectors responsible for checking the identity of the horse has identified a discrepancy whereby any other person could dispute the identity of the horse. Such discrepancies are as follows:

- Any white marking on the horse (visible from a three metre distance) has NOT been completed for the specific body part.
- A white marking on the registration is not evident on the specific body part, excluding horses with a grey (white in colour) body coat.
- A horse’s coat colour is incorrect (with exception of clause 1.4.3.4).
- None of the brands indicated on the horse’s Certificate of Registration are clearly visible on the horse.
- A brand indicated on the horse’s Certificate of Registration when compared to a visible brand on the horse for the same body part, has different characters.
- A brand indicated on the horse’s Certificate of Registration when compared to the horse presented for inspection is located on the incorrect body part.

The Society Inspectors must REJECT a horse from an ASH event (including an Approved ASH Sale) if the identity of the horse is not acceptable under the Brands and Markings Policies. The Brands and Markings Policies stipulate the Society’s requirements and situations whereby a horse would be REJECTED from an ASH event.

After the completion of the inspection of sale horses, the sale organiser and/or the Society Inspector must report to the agent any lot rejected or not presented for inspection. The agent must refuse to offer any such lot for sale under any circumstances.

**GENERAL**

Organisers should provide an opportunity for prospective buyers to inspect all horses in good condition, witness reasonable workouts, parades, demonstrations and the like prior to the sale.

Stallions and Colts 4 years old and over must be Sire Registered. All Australian Stock Horse entries (2 years and over) must be double tied by a neck strap and halter on all showgrounds, at all times, when not in competition or exercise (led and ridden) OR housed in suitable safe accommodation, such as securely fastened panels of a suitable height or appropriate stables.

When being ridden or led, Australian Stock Horse entries (2 years and over) must have a bit in their mouth and be under the control of the bit.

Under no circumstances are competitors permitted to handle or ride stallions within the perimeter of the grounds.

To be sold as a broodmare, at the time of sale, the mare must be in foal or have a foal at foot less than 12 months of age.

At Approved ASH Sales, horses registered for breeding purposes only may only be sold as a Led Broodmare or Led Sire.

In relation to the sale of an embryo, eligible for ASH registration, the recipient mare must be registered.

The $45.00 transfer fee must be paid by the Vendor through the Agent as part of the nomination fee, or deducted from the sale price.

Any person involved with handling the horse within the perimeter of the grounds; ie, strapper, handler, trainer, rider and the like must be a financial member of the Society.

Youth under 18 years of age must wear an equestrian helmet approved by the current Australian Standards Association or International equivalent, which MUST be securely fastened under the chin, when mounted anywhere within the perimeter of the grounds, including all public areas, as well as leading or handling a horse.

**First Cross** – Horses accepted for First Cross registration and later advertised for sale or standing at stud must be advertised as a First Cross Australian Stock Horse. First Cross Australian Stock Horses have no competition restriction.

**Second Cross** – Horses accepted for Second Cross registration and later advertised for sale or standing at stud must be advertised as a Second Cross Australian Stock Horse. Second Cross Australian Stock Horses have no competition restriction.

**Special Merit** – Horses accepted for registration as Special Merit have either Stud Book or Second Cross status, depending on the regulations at time of registration. Such horses have no competition restriction.

**Breeding Purposes** – Horses accepted for Breeding Purposes Only are NOT entitled to compete in Australian Stock Horse events. Breeding Purposes Only horses identified as “BP-” have Stud Book status and horses identified as “B2” have Second Cross status.

Dogs should be on a leash and restrained at all times.

---

**DISCLAIMER**

Neither the Organising Committee nor The Australian Stock Horse Society Limited accept any liability for any accident, damage, injury to horses, riders, beasts, ground, spectators, or any other person or property whatsoever.
PURCHASER’S NOTICE

The Society strongly recommends that if a bid card system is used, the bid card be obtained in the name of the purchaser (member or non-member), NOT in the name of an agent acting on behalf of the purchaser.

The Australian Stock Horse Society has established that the information in the catalogue (except brands and remarks) is in accordance with the said lot’s registration at time of nomination. A Society Inspector on the day of the sale will inspect each lot for identification in accordance with the regulations by evaluating the description of the registered horse against the horse to be presented for sale. Horses may be rejected from the sale if the identification of the horse is not verified against the registration.

The information contained in this catalogue is based on details provided to The Australian Stock Horse Society Limited by Members for the purpose of the Society’s record keeping. Whilst exercising due care, the Society is unable to guarantee the accuracy or authenticity of such information and cannot accept any responsibility. Registration does not constitute proof of legal or beneficial ownership of any horse.

The Australian Stock Horse Society, its members, Branches or related corporations, officers, agents and employees, for themselves and for those for whom they act, while exercising due care have provided all information without responsibility and give no guarantee whatsoever as to its accuracy.

The Society is unable to provide any guarantees as to the suitability of any horse and purchasers must rely on their own enquiries in this regard. Persons making enquiries in relation to suitability should include: health, soundness, temperament, performance, ability, fertility and the like.

The purchaser is responsible for inspection of any lot prior to sale and such inspection should include advice by any qualified person, if deemed necessary. Each lot is offered with all faults, if any, except those conditions stated under the Vendor’s Duty of Disclosure, unless disclosed by the agent at time of sale. The purchase of any lot with such a condition (windsucking, wobblers, roarers, cryptorchids, visible deformity of the genitilia) must be reported to the Society in accordance with the regulations within seven days of purchase.

Any person at his or her own expense may arrange a veterinary inspection with the vendor of any lot prior to the horse being offered for sale. Under such circumstances, the vendor must have the horse available at the grounds on the day of the sale, a minimum of 4 hours prior to the commencement of the sale.

The vendor has the right to allow or decline any request to ride or handle any lot prior to the sale. Any person who rides or handles a lot at the sale does so entirely at their own risk and the Society, its members or Branches do not assume or accept any responsibility or liability for any accident, damage, injury to horses, riders or handlers, beasts, ground, spectators, or any other person or property whatsoever. Any person requesting to ride or handle any lot must be a member of the Society and suitably attired for riding a horse.

Comments in the catalogue relating to horses listed for sale are based on information supplied by Vendors. The Australian Stock Horse Society Limited is unable to establish the accuracy or authenticity of such comments and any purchaser should rely on their own enquiries in this regard.

Under the Society’s Regulations, all horses being offered for sale at Approved ASH Sales are subject to a No Prohibited Substance rule. Although the Society conducts random drug testing at Approved ASH Sales, the Society is unable to guarantee that any specific lot will be tested. Any purchaser at the fall of the Auctioneer’s hammer may request a swab or sample be taken from the subject horse at the expense of the purchaser. If the purchaser so elects, the sale of the swabbed horse may be rendered null and void if the horse returns a positive swab to any prohibited substance.

Further advice on purchasing an Australian Stock Horse is available on the Society’s website www.ashs.com.au - Horses for Sale page, Buyer’s Guide. The Society recommends any persons wishing to purchase an Australian Stock Horse avail themselves of the information provided and seek advice from qualified persons if deemed necessary.

A person bidding on any lot acknowledges that should the lot be knocked down to the person as highest bidder at the fall of the Auctioneer’s hammer and “sale” or “sold” is declared, the person is responsible for payment of the nominated price to the agent and transfer of ownership will be notified to the Society as recorded by the sale clerk at time of purchase.

Any dispute in relation to any statements, guarantees or warranties offered by the vendor shall be against the vendor only. Any dispute of this nature will be for the vendor and purchaser to resolve and is not the responsibility of The Australian Stock Horse Society.

The Purchaser must complete the Purchaser’s Instructions in the back of the catalogue, indicating the correct membership name and number for the horse to be transferred and hand it into the Agents before leaving the sale.

The Purchaser must be a financial member of the Society to receive the horse’s registration papers.

If the Purchaser is a non-member, the horse’s registration papers will be retained by the Society until such time as the new owner becomes a member of the Society. The horse’s registration will be suspended until such time as the new owner joins the Society. When joining the Society, we recommend that you indicate ASH Approved Sale – Lot ##.

If the purchaser of a horse at an Approved ASH Sale is a non-member, the purchaser is entitled to a free full membership for the remainder of the current membership year, provided the purchaser has never had a previous membership with the Society. Such a purchaser must complete a Membership Application indicating: Approved ASH Sale – Lot ## (Free Membership Incentive).
**DRUGS POLICY**

All horses competing in Australian Stock Horse Society (ASHS) events or being offered at ASH Approved Sales are subject to a No Prohibited Substance rule. This means that no Prohibited Substance is to be administered to the horse in the time before an event or sale such that it, or any ingredient or metabolism of it, might be present in the horse, might be detectable in its blood, saliva and/or urine samples, or might have any effect on its performance at the time of the event or sale.

Any substance is a “prohibited substance” if it contains an ingredient that is a stimulant, depressant, tranquilliser, local anaesthetic, psychotropic (mood and/or behaviour altering) substance, or drug which might effect the performance of the horse and might interfere with the prohibited substance testing process. The use of so-called herbal and natural products in the horse could result in a positive prohibited substance test. The plant origin of any ingredient does not preclude it containing a pharmacologically potent and readily detectable prohibited substance.

The following penalties shall automatically apply in respect of a positive prohibited substance test: Owner’s 1st Offence - Awards won by the horse in any class at the event or show are forfeited. The ASHS membership of the registered owner of the horse will be suspended for a period of 13 months and the owner must pay to the ASHS a fine of $500.00. Horse Offence - A horse shall be banned from entry into any event conducted by the Society; events restricted to Australian Stock Horses or ASH Approved Sales for a period of 13 months at any given suspension. Handler Offence - A penalty of $500.00 will be imposed on the rider/handler responsible for the performance of the horse.

Should any mare or filly presented for drug testing under this policy be pregnant, it is the responsibility of the registered owner and/or rider/handler of a horse to advise the drug testing personnel of the mare’s condition and supply the name of the stallion and the dates of service or insemination of such mare or filly. This information must be recorded on the drug testing documentation prior to the owner and/or rider/handler signing the documentation as a witness.

In relation to an ASHS approved sale (including those sales conducted by Branches or Management Councils), the Society or any purchaser, at the fall of the Auctioneer's hammer, may request a swab or sample be taken from the subject horse at the expense of the purchaser or Society as the case may be, so requesting. If the purchaser so elects, the sale of the swabbed horse may be rendered null and void if the horse returns a positive swab to any prohibited substance.

In the event that a horse, suspended from participating in ASHS events or sales, changes ownership, the change of ownership will not dissolve or shorten the term of suspension. A transfer application will not be effected until the suspension period has lapsed and fines are paid in full.

The complete drug policy regulations are available from Head Office.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vendor</th>
<th>Mares and Fillies</th>
<th>Geldings</th>
<th>Stallions and Colts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NSW DPI - Tocal College</td>
<td>4, 5, 7, 15, 16, 18, 19, 20, 27, 28, 30</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 6, 14, 17, 29, 31, 32, 33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tocal College, PATERSON, NSW, 2421</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr BW Hodges</td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>222 Butterwick Road, BUTTERWICK, NSW, 2321</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W &amp; F Lawrence</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>11, 22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>801 Maitland Vale Road, ROSEBROOK, NSW, 2320</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Family</td>
<td></td>
<td>13, 26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>805 Seaham Road, SEAHAM, NSW, 2324</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wardell Family</td>
<td></td>
<td>24, 12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fairview, 1806 Gloucester Tops Rd, Berrico, VIA GLOUCESTER, NSW, 2422</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr RJ Watchirs</td>
<td></td>
<td>9, 21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claremont, 1593 Curricabark Road, GLOUCESTER, NSW, 2422</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM &amp; JM Young</td>
<td></td>
<td>10, 23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrigton, 127 Loomberah Road, TAMWORTH, NSW, 2340</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lot 1

TOCAL KASCADE - HSH

Reg No: 195498  Stud Book
Foaled: 06 Oct 2010  GELDING
Age: 3  Colour: GREY
Approx Height:

Vendor: NSW DPI - Tocal College  GST Reg: Yes
Tocal College PATerson NSW 2421

WARRENbRI ROMEO - IS HSH
WARRENbRI OMEGA - IS LH
V BAR N BONNET - IM LH

Sire: KIRKBYS STUD OFFICER - HSH - 117281
ELLIOtTS CREEK CADET - FS HSH
KIRKBYS STUD EPAULET - HSH
KIRKBYS ABALEEN - IM HSH

RED BRUCE - HSH
WARD - HSH
QUAINT - HSH

Dam: TOCAL UDANA - HSH - 133763
GLENROCK CRAYON - HSH
TOCAL NUISANCE - LH
fleetwood 01

Remarks:
Broken in and trained by Tocal College students. TOCAL KASCADE is by the well performed all round sire KIRKBYS STUD OFFICER and is an easy going, quiet, willing and well balanced gelding who should suit a range of disciplines. Kascade will have had 5 weeks working bison prior to sale. At time of nomination, horse measured approx 14.3.5hh.

Purchaser ..........................................................$ ............................
IS PROUD TO ANNOUNCE OUR NEW SIRE

Boree Below Zero

ASH 195454

Sire: CLOVELLY TRADITION - HSH
ADIOS REFLECT - HSH/TAURUS PARK PRINCESS NEARCO - HSH

Dam: KIRKBY'S STUD ICE
WARRENBRU OMEGA - IS LH/KIRKBY'S STUD MYSTIC MAID - HSH

First crop of foals by Boree Below Zero are due to hit the ground this year.

Supreme led - ASH Nationals 2003
Winner and placegetter in:
Station, hack, and working classes

Winner and placegetter in:
Station, hack, and working classes
Lot 2

TOCAL KIT KAT - LH

Reg No: 195506 Stud Book
Foaled: 19 Nov 2010 GELDING
Age: 3 Colour: BROWN

Vendor: NSW DPI - Tocal College
Tocal College PATERSON NSW 2421

GST Reg: Yes

Sire:
- ABDUL
- WAikon PARK ABRAY
- RIVOLI RAY
- GLENROSS DESRAY
- GLENROSS DESIRE
- ST ELMO PEPE
- lethal lena 02
- KIRALA KATALENA
- JINDARIA RINGLETTE

Dam:
- TOCAL FANCY KAT
- DR JEKYLL
- TOCAL BOLEYN
- WINDLASS
- TOCAL BOLEYN - HSH
- WINDLASS - HSH

Remarks: Broken in and trained by Tocal College students. TOCAL KIT KAT is a soft, trainable, athletic, free moving and responsive gelding. Kit Kat is by the well performed campdraft sire GLENROSS DESRAY and his half sister TOCAL JAZZ KAT sold for $11,000 at the 2012 Tocal College sale. Kit Kat will have had 5 weeks working bison prior to sale. At time of nomination, horse measured approx 14.2.75hh.

Purchaser

$
Lot 3

BARNETTS BASALT - HSH

Reg No: 194344 Stud Book
Foaled: 29 Oct 2010 GELDING
Age: 3 Colour: BROWN
Approx Height:

Vendor: NSW DPI - Tocal College GST Reg: Yes
Tocal College PATERSON NSW 2421

WARRENBRI ROMEO - IS HSH
WARRENBRI OMEGA - IS LH
V BAR N BONNET - IM LH
Sire: KIRKBYS STUD THEO (AUS) - HSH - 157063
      ABDUL - IS HSH
      POLO LASS - HSH
      RUN GIRL - TB

      ABBEY - FS HSH
      BARNABBHEY - HSH
      BARRIS - FM HSH

Dam: BARNETTS CALM - HSH - 140333
      NABINABAH GUNNER - IS HSH
      GLENALVON TRINITY - HSH
      GLENALVON KANINA - HSH

Remarks:
Broken in and trained by Tocal College students. BARNETTS BASALT is a well bred, big, trainable and lovely moving horse. He will have had 5 weeks working bison prior to sale. Basalt was purchased as a foal straight off the mother from Barnetts Australian Stock Horse Stud and has undertaken the Tocal College training program. At time of nomination, horse measured approx 15.2.75hh.

Purchaser ..........................................................$ ..........................
Lot 4

TOCAL ILANA - LH

Reg No: 189197       Stud Book
Foaled: 14 Sep 2008   MARE
Age: 5          Colour: BAY
Approx Height: 14.2.25

Vendor: NSW DPI - Tocal College
Tocal College PATERSON NSW 2421

роминс lynx 02
DOCS SPINIFEX - IS MBP

Sire: SPIN TO WIN - MB - 152024
CEDAR DOWNS DOCS JUNIOR - MB
CEDAR DOWNS MISHA - MB
TIMOR SHIRALEE - LH

costal 02
DANGERS HOUR - TB
lively living 02

Dam: WILJOHN MINT - HSH - 153401
BERRICO MATRUH - HSH
BERRICO FEATHER - HSH
BERRICO MINNIE - HSH

Remarks:
Broken in and trained by Tocal College students. TOCAL ILANA is a free moving mare who has been ridden by numerous students. She is girthy after a spell, but fine once in work. Ilana will have had 5 weeks working bison prior to sale.

Purchaser ...........................................................................................................$ ................................
LOT 5

TOCAL KLASSY CHIC - MB

Reg No: C1-195510 First Cross

Foaled: 02 Dec 2010 MARE

Age: 3 Colour: PALOMINO

Approx Height:

Vendor: NSW DPI - Tocal College

Tocal College PATERSON NSW 2421

GST Reg: Yes

smart little lena 02
smart chic olena 02
gay sugar chic 01

Sire: millionnic chic 02 - UN454332

reminic 02
millionnic 02
mollie montana 01

RED BRUCE - HSH

AWARD - HSH
QUAINT - HSH

Dam: TOCAL SWEETIE - HSH - 123580

merlin 03
KILDONAN LILT - HSH
melody 16

Remarks:
Broken in and trained by Tocal College students. TOCAL KLASSY CHIC is a quiet, sweet natured, easy going filly and fine after a spell. She is by the well performed 2011 Cloncurry Stockmans Challenge winner Millionnic Chic. Her half brothers TOCAL GOLDFEVER sold for $20,000 at the 2011 Landmark Classic sale and TOCAL I TUNES sold for $8,000 at the 2011 Tocal College sale. Klassy will have had 5 weeks working bison prior to sale. At time of nomination, horse measured approx 14.1.5hh.

Purchaser ..........................................................$ ......................................
Lot 6

TOCAL KRUMBLE - LH

Reg No: 195514 Stud Book
Foaled: 28 Sep 2010 GELDING
Age: 3 Colour: BAY
Approx Height:

Vendor: NSW DPI - Tocal College GST Reg: Yes
Tocal College PATerson NSW 2421

docs oak 02
DOCS SPINIFEX - IS MBP
roanies lynx 02
Sire: SPIN TO WIN - MB - 152024
CEDAR DOWNS DOCS JUNIOR - MB
CEDAR DOWNS MISHA - MB
TIMOR SHIRALEE - LH

JACK - IS HSH
HENRYS JACKO - HSH
HENRYS TRuely - HSH

Dam: TOCAL XCEL - HSH - 136523
GLENROCK CRAYON - HSH
TOCAL NUISANCE - LH
fleetwood 01

Remarks:
Broken in and trained by Tocal College students. TOCAL KRUMBLE is a quiet, easy going, forward moving and willing gelding. He is a great walker and is quiet after a spell. His two half sisters sold for an average of $9,400 at the 2011 Tocal College sale. Krumble will have had 5 weeks working bison prior to sale. At time of nomination, horse measured approx 15.1.25hh.

Purchaser ..................................................$ ........................
Lot 7

TOCAL KODA - HSH

Reg No: 195511 Stud Book
Foaled: 11 Nov 2010 MARE
Age: 3 Colour: CHESTNUT
Approx Height:

Vendor: NSW DPI - Tocal College GST Reg: Yes
Tocal College PATERSON NSW 2421

ABDUL - IS HSH
WAIKON PARK ABRAY - HSH
WAIKON PARK STORMY - IM HSH

Sire: GLENROSS DESRAY - HSH - 106806
RIVOLI RAY - IS HSH
GLENROSS DESIRE - HSH
ST ELMO PEPE - HSH

WARRENBRI ROMEO - IS HSH
GLEN LEE RIVOLI RAY TECH (AUS) - HSH
GLEN LEE RIVOLI DONNA - HSH

Dam: TOCAL ELITE - HSH - 171714
HENRYS JACKO - HSH
TOCAL YIPS - HSH
TOCAL NUISANCE - LH

Remarks:
Broken in a trained by Tocal College students. TOCAL KODA is a well bred, free going and responsive filly who needs work and an experienced rider. She has humped after a spell and will have had 5 weeks working bison prior to sale. Koda is by the well performed campdraft sire GLENROSS DESRAY and her half brother TOCAL INDIGO was the top priced gelding at the 2012 Tocal College sale selling for $8,400. At time of nomination, horse measured approx 15.0hh.

Purchaser ..........................................................$ .........................
Lot 8

ARAKOOLA BANJO - HSH

Reg No: C2-192550   Second Cross
Foaled: 19 Oct 2009   GELDING
Age: 4   Colour: BROWN/GREY
Approx Height: 14.2.5

Vendor: Mr BW Hodges   GST Reg: Yes
222 Butterwick Road BUTTERWICK NSW 2321

NABINABAH GUNNER - IS HSH
NABINABAH EASY GUN - HSH
NABINABAH EASY GOING - IM HSH

Sire: ARAKOOLA JAZZMAN - HSH - 159592
STAR BLACK MINSTRIL - FS HSH
ARAKOOLA MELODY - HSH
TOKENS TRINKETTE - HSH

weston cherry wood 001
kirreway party time 02
keston minetta 01

Dam: BAREGA PROMISE - AB - C1-154153
WAIKON PARK ABRAY - HSH
MARSHDALE BLISS - LH
MISS TRILBY II - MB

Remarks:
Super personality. Attended clinics, campdraft club, gymkana days,
jumping instruction and worked cattle on property. Broken in by Mark
West. Had dressage schooling with Kim Peterson. Very quiet, no fuss
horse. Been ridden by children. Fine to catch, shoe, float, truck, clip etc.

Purchaser ..........................................................$ ..........................
Lot 9

WATCHIRS RODGER - HSH

Reg No: C2-195339  Second Cross
Foaled: 06 Nov 2010  GELDING
Age: 3  Colour: BAY
Approx Height:

Vendor: Mr RJ Watchirs  GST Reg: Yes
Claremont 1593 Curricabark Road GLOUCESTER NSW 2422

Sire: WATCHIRS STAR - HSH - 171147
       BARONA DIRECT - HSH
       SHINOOK CHESS - HSH
       SHINOOK SUPPLE - HSH
       ABDUL - IS HSH
       COMARA ABSEL - HSH
       SELINA - HSH

Dam: peg 03 - UN453458
      thoroughbred mare 01

Remarks:

Purchaser .............................................................$ ......................
“BEAU POLO”
BLACK 15 HANDS ALL HERITAGE BLOODLINES
Multi state and national champion in the show ring.
Multi campdraft winner and sire of Open campdrafters.

**Sire of:**
Showring Champions
Campdraft Champions
Futurity winners
Maturity winners
Open Challenge winners.
A grade Poloersosse horses.
Pony club horses.
Outstanding temperament.
Progeny easy to train.
Quality horses.

“BREEDING WORKING HORSES WITH A TOUCH OF CLASS”
I am very pleased to be able to offer this service in our very successful ASH sire “BEAU POLO”.

The proceeds of the sale of this service will go to the Bruce Urquart Scholarship award to help a young person who may not be able to attend the college without the assistance of this scholarship.

As a past student 1976/77, Bruce Urquart had a significant effect on my life introducing me to judging stud cattle and horses. Since then I have bred trained and competed in ASH events and campdrafts as well as playing polocrosse and have been fortunate to win at Royal, State and National levels. I have also judged horses at Royal and State levels and the highlight of my cattle judging was judging alongside Bruce Urquart at the Sydney Royal Show.

I have been involved in a number of youth events as a trainer and coach and enjoy seeing young people who are passionate about horses achieving outstanding results. I look forward to seeing Tocal students competing at the highest levels in all equestrian pursuits.

Beau Polo was a very successful horse in the showring winning 7 Supreme led awards which is testament to his conformation and type. He was also very successful under saddle winning many Championships in ridden and working events, futurities and challenges as a young horse including Champion ridden stallion or colt at the 2002 National show. Polo then started campdrafting winning his maiden on his 3rd start and three novices as well as numerous 2nds and placings in open drafts from limited starts.

You can bid on this service with absolute confidence that you will be breeding a horse with quality looks and heaps of ability for whatever pursuit you wish to follow. They are very good natured horses that are very easy to train and are natural cattle horses.

Good luck to the winning bidder who will not only be breeding a top performance horse but helping a young person achieve their dream of attending Tocal as a student.

Larry Cutler

"BREEDING WORKING HORSES WITH A TOUCH OF CLASS"
Lot 10

CEDERVALE IM ALONE - LH

Reg No: 191805  Stud Book
Foaled: 08 Oct 2009  MARE
Age: 4  Colour: BAY
Approx Height: 14.3

Vendor: CM & JM Young  GST Reg: Yes
Carrigton 127 Loomberah Road TAMWORTH NSW 2340

ABDUL - IS HSH
ADIOS REFLECT - HSH
BARONA AMY - FM HSH

Sire: ULYENJUKE ABCRAFT - HSH - 153877
BARNEYS LAD - HSH
ULYENJUKE GAZETTE - HSH
HOMELEIGH GAZZELLE - HSH

STANTON STUD BOON LUCK - MBP
STANTON STUD FEATHERSON - MB
STANTON STUD FEATHER - HSH

Dam: STANTON STUD DRIFT ALONE - LH - 157380
STANTON STUD ALLMAN - HSH
STANTON STUD FLOTSAM - LH
STANTON STUD DRIFT - MB

Remarks:
An attractive mare with excellent breeding. A useful mare for station work or as a show prospect. Hendra vaccinated.

Purchaser ..............................................................$ ............................
Lot 11

TOCAL GUINNESS - LH

Reg No: 184929 Stud Book

Foaled: 09 Nov 2006 GELDING

Age: 7 Colour: BAY
Approx Height: 14.3.5

Vendor: W & F Lawrence GST Reg: Yes
801 Maitland Vale Road ROSEBROOK NSW 2320

docs oak 02
DOCS SPINIFEX - IS MBP
roanies lynx 02

Sire: SPIN TO WIN - MB - 152024
CEDAR DOWNS DOCS JUNIOR - MB
CEDAR DOWNS MISHA - MB
TIMOR SHIRALEE - LH

LINDSAY - IS HSH
ARUNDEL DOMINATE - HSH
ARUNDEL CADDIE - HSH

Dam: TOCAL BOBBYSOX - HSH - 161829
AWARD - HSH
TOCAL UDANA - HSH
TOCAL NUISANCE - LH

Remarks:
Broken in and trained in 2008 by horse course students. An exceptionally easy gelding to train. Quiet, soft and athletic. Used as a demonstration horse at Tocal field days. Can put himself on a drum and lay down. Very quiet. Working bison leading up to the sale.

Purchaser .................................................................$ ..................................
Lot 12

SILVERTHORN GOODWILL - LH

Reg No: 229622  Stud Book
Foaled: 11 Sep 2009  GELDING
Age: 4  Colour: BROWN/BLACK
Approx Height: 14.3.5

Vendor: Wardell Family  GST Reg: Yes
Fairview 1806 Gloucester Tops Rd Berrico VIA GLOUCESTER NSW 2422

Palmers Fort Abdul - HSH
Bryjen Fort Talon - LH
Dinkum Goldie - MB

Sire: ST Ronan Abdul Smoke - LH - 176108
Comara Ablo - HSH
Comara Classic - HSH
Comara Black Lady - HSH

Palmers Danny Boy - HSH
Montcalm Luke - HSH
Montcalm Lucile - HSH

Dam: Silverthorn Danni Girl - HSH - 177468
Camadoon Musket - HSH
Six S Stud Charity - LH
Giro Capri - LH

Remarks:
Professionally broken in as a two year old. Lightly worked, turned out, bought back in as a three year old for further training. A soft, kind going, show quality gelding. Would suit any discipline.

Purchaser ..........................................................$ ..................................
Lot 13

TOCAL FANTAIL - HSH

Reg No: 178567 Stud Book
Foaled: 21 Oct 2005 GELDING
Age: 8 Colour: CHESTNUT
Approx Height: 15.3

Vendor: Stephen Family
805 Seaham Road SEAHAM NSW 2324

Vendor GST Reg: No

Remarks:
TOCAL FANTAIL, purchased by his current owner from Tocal as a four year old in 2009, is a fantastic all rounder with multiple wins and champions in various disciplines. He has done it all with ease and success - pony club, dressage (novice level), campdrafting, ASH events and showjumping. Fantail is a well educated, willing, excellent natured horse with a soft snaffle mouth. He is good to catch, shoe, float and clip. A no fuss horse who will suit the whole family.

Purchaser .................................................................$ ................................
Lot 14

TOCAL Kruise - HSH

Reg No: 195513  Stud Book

Foaled: 21 Oct 2010  GELDING

Age: 3  Colour: BROWN

Vendor: NSW DPI - Tocal College  GST Reg: Yes
Tocal College PATERSON NSW 2421

ABDUL - IS HSH
WAIKON PARK ABRAY - HSH
WAIKON PARK STORMY - IM HSH

Sire: GLENROSS DESRAY - HSH - 106806
RIVOLI RAY - IS HSH
GLENROSS DESIRE - HSH
ST ELMO PEPE - HSH

KIRKMAN - TB
SMITHS STOCKMAN - HSH
SMITHS STAR - HSH

Dam: TOCAL EFFY - HSH - 169034
AWARD - HSH
TOCAL QUILT - HSH
KILDONAN LILT - HSH

Remarks:
Broken in and trained by Tocal College students. TOCAL Kruise is a quiet, forward moving and well balanced gelding with an easy going nature. His half sister TOCAL IPPY sold for $9,250 at the 2011 Tocal College sale. Kruise displays the ability to suit a range of disciplines and will have had 5 weeks working bison prior to sale. At time of nomination, horse measured approx 14.3.25hh.

Purchaser ..................................................................................................................................................$ .........................
Lot 15

TOCAL JABAWOKI - LH

Reg No: 192243 Stud Book
Foaled: 02 Oct 2009 MARE
Age: 4 Colour: BAY
Approx Height: 15.0.5

Vendor: NSW DPI - Tocal College
GST Reg: Yes
Tocal College PATERSON NSW 2421

Vendor: TOCAL JABAWOKI - LH

docs oak 02
DOCS SPINIFEX - IS MBP
roanies lynx 02

Sire: SPIN TO WIN - MB - 152024
CEDAR DOWNS DOCS JUNIOR - MB
CEDAR DOWNS MISHA - MB
TIMOR SHIRALEE - LH

STAR BLACK MINSTRIL - FS HSH
GILGANNON MR MINSTRAL - HSH
CINDERS MELODY - FM HSH

Dam: TOCAL CHARLOTTE - HSH - 161824
GLENROCK CRAYON - HSH
TOCAL NUISANCE - LH
fleetwood 01

Remarks:
Broaken in and trained by Tocal College students. TOCAL JABAWOKI is a responsive, free going, trainable, athletic and well conformed mare. She was equal second in the 2011 Tocal College Stock Horse Challenge and has the ability to suit a range of disciplines. Jabawoki will have had 5 weeks working bison prior to sale.

Purchaser $
IS PROUD TO ANNOUNCE OUR NEW SIRE

Peelvale Maestro

ASH 195660

Sire: CONDUCTOR - MB
DOCS SPINIFEX - IS MBP/CE DAR DOWNS ANNA - LH

Dam: OAKS ALPINE WAY
RED OAK - MB/TERLINGS ALPINE II - LH

First crop of foals by Peelvale Maestro are due to hit the ground this year.

2008 world champion campdraft winner
4th Warwick gold cup 2012
2011 Paradise logos stallion draft winner

Winner and placegetter in hack, station, led and working classes
Lot 16

TOCAL KARMA - HSH

Reg No: 195497 Stud Book
Foaled: 24 Aug 2010 MARE
Age: 3 Colour: BAY
Approx Height:

Vendor: NSW DPI - Tocal College GST Reg: Yes
Tocal College PATERSON NSW 2421

Sire: BROWN VICTORY - HSH - 136395
REALITY - FS HSH
PRIM ROSE - HSH
VALETTA - HSH

Dam: TOCAL BOLEYN - HSH - 161832
TARGET - HSH
WINDLASS - HSH
COMARA ABDUL STAR - HSH

Remarks:
Broken in and trained by Tocal College students. TOCAL KARMA is by the well performed campdraft sire BROWN VICTORY. She is a lovely, quiet, free going and athletic filly with a trainable mind. She displays the ability to suit a range of disciplines and will have 5 weeks working bison prior to sale. At time of nomination, horse measured approx 14.1.5hh.

Purchaser ..............................................................$ .........................
Lot 17

BARNETTS CIMARON - MB

Reg No: 194345  Stud Book

Foaled: 01 Oct 2010  GELDING

Age: 3  Colour: BUCKSKIN

Approx Height:

Vendor: NSW DPI - Tocal College  GST Reg: Yes
Tocal College PATERSON NSW 2421

Sire:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>HSH</th>
<th>IS</th>
<th>IM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WARRENBRI ROMEO</td>
<td>IS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARRENBRI OMEGA</td>
<td>IS</td>
<td>LH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V BAR N BONNET</td>
<td>IM</td>
<td>LH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIRKBYS STUD THEO (AUS)</td>
<td>HSH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABDUL</td>
<td>IS</td>
<td>HSH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POLO LASS</td>
<td>HSH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUN GIRL</td>
<td>TB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dam:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dam</th>
<th>MBP</th>
<th>SM</th>
<th>MB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SMART LITTLE DIABLO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MBP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>docs christa 02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMART LITTLE WILMA</td>
<td>MBP</td>
<td>SM</td>
<td>145849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAGON COOK</td>
<td>MBP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yulgilbar wilmas wagon 02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLONY KING RANCH BALANZA</td>
<td>MBP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Remarks:
Broken in and trained by Tocal College students and by the well performed all round sire KIRKBYS STUD THEO. BARNETTS CIMARON is a well bred, big and strong built type of gelding who can be strong minded at times. He has humped after a spell and will have had 5 weeks working bison prior to sale. Cimaron was purchased as a foal straight off the mother from Barnetts Australian Stock Horse Stud and has undertaken the Tocal College training program. At time of nomination, horse measured approx 15.2hh.

Purchaser .................................................................$ ..........................
Lot 18

TOCAL KAHLOA - LH

Reg No: 195496  Stud Book
Foaled: 26 Sep 2010  MARE
Age: 3  Colour: CHESTNUT

Vendor: NSW DPI - Tocal College  GST Reg: Yes
Tocal College PATERSON NSW 2421

docs oak 02
DOCS SPINIFEX - IS MBP
roanies lynx 02

Sire: SPIN TO WIN - MB - 152024
CEDAR DOWNS DOCS JUNIOR - MB
CEDAR DOWNS MISHA - MB
TIMOR SHIRALEE - LH

ABBIEY - FS HSH
WAikon PARK DARKIE - HSH
COLONY MIDGE - HSH

Dam: TOCAL AQUARIUS - HSH - 155922
YALLATUP RIVOLI REX - IS HSH
CONDAMINE CRYSTAL - HSH
KYABRA KINGS CLEVER - HSH

Remarks:
Broken in and trained by Tocal College students. TOCAL KAHLOA is a nice type, athletic and trainable filly who will suit a range of disciplines. Her half sister TOCAL HEARTBREAK was the top priced mare selling for $12,500 at the 2011 Tocal College sale and we have retained two of her full sisters for the broodmares string due to type and ability. Kahlua will have had 5 weeks working bison prior to sale. At time of nomination, horse measured approx 14.3hh.

Purchaser ..........................................................$ ..........................
Lot 19

TOCAL JUNE - LH

Reg No: 192249  Stud Book
Foaled: 29 Oct 2009  MARE
Age: 4  Colour: BAY  Approx Height: 14.2.75

Vendor: NSW DPI - Tocal College  GST Reg: Yes
Tocal College PATERSON NSW 2421

Sire: CONDUCTOR - MB - 146100
STAR BLACK MINISTRIL - FS HSH
CEDAR DOWNS ANNA - LH
CEDAR DOWNS MISHA - MB
WARRENBRI OMEGA - IS LH
KIRKBYS STUD OFFICER - HSH
KIRKBYS STUD EPAULET - HSH

Dam: TOCAL ELISE - HSH - 177663
YALLATUP RIVOLI REX - IS HSH
CONDAMINE CRYSTAL - HSH
KYABRA KINGS CLEVER - HSH

Remarks:
Broken in and trained by Tocal College students. TOCAL JUNE is a well conformed and very trainable mare displaying the ability to suit a range of disciplines. She has humped after a spell but is fine once in work. June is by the well performed campdraft sire CONDUCTOR who was the winner of the Sydney Royal Show World Championship Campdraft and Paradise Lagoons Stallion Campdraft in 2011. Her half sister TOCAL IVY sold for $12,900 at last years sale. She will have had 5 weeks working bison prior to sale.

Purchaser .................................................$ ..........................
Tocal College provides practical hands-on training for students on our large commercial farms. The farms run 1400 beef cattle, up to 120 stockhorses as well as sheep and dairy cattle. Students gain industry experience on properties in the Hunter, Western NSW, QLD, NT and New Zealand.

**Scholarships**
A large number are available from $1000 to $5000

**Open Days**
Each Friday of July and September school holidays

1800 025520  www.tocal.nsw.edu.au
Lot 20

TOCAL KLASSIC CHIC - MB

Reg No: C1-195508 First Cross

Foaled: 11 Nov 2010 MARE

Age: 3 Colour: CHESTNUT

Vendor: NSW DPI - Tocal College
Tocal College PATERSON NSW 2421

Sire: millionnic chic 02 - UN454332
reminic 02
millionnic 02
mollie montana 01

Dam: TOCAL BOBBYSOX - HSH - 161829
AWARD - HSH
TOCAL UDANA - HSH
TOCAL NUISANCE - LH

Remarks:
Broken in and trained by Tocal College students. TOCAL KLASSIC CHIC is a well bred, soft, trainable and athletic type of mare who should suit a range of disciplines and is fine after a spell. She is by the well performed 2011 Cloncurry Stockmans Challenge winner Millionnic Chic and her half brother TOCAL HOBBY was the top priced gelding at the 2011 Tocal College sale selling for $10,400. Klassic can be standoffish on the ground and will have had 5 weeks working bison prior to sale. At time of nomination, horse measured approx 14.3.75hh.

Purchaser ..........................................................$ .........................
Lot 21

WATCHIRS CADEL - HSH

Reg No: 195343 Stud Book

Foaled: 13 Oct 2010 GELDING

Age: 3 Colour: BUCKSKIN

Vendor: Mr RJ Watchirs GST Reg: Yes
Claremont 1593 Curricabark Road GLOUCESTER NSW 2422

WARRENBRI ROMEO - IS HSH
LINDSAY - IS HSH
KENDALL PATSY - FM HSH

Sire: WATCHIRS STAR - HSH - 171147
      BARONA DIRECT - HSH
      SHINOOK CHESS - HSH
      SHINOOK SUPPLE - HSH

      henry the lion 02
      WATCHIRS HENRY - HSH
      TINEBANK MISTY DAWN - HSH

Dam: WATCHIRS FRANKY - HSH - SM-167610
     GREENPARK KIDMAN - HSH
     WATCHIRS MORGRAIN - HSH
     TINEBANK MISTY DAWN - HSH

Remarks:

Purchaser .................................................................$ .........................
Lot 22

LAWRENVALE TOPKAT - LH

Reg No: C2-231218 Second Cross

Foaled: 04 Nov 2004 GELDING

Age: 9 Colour: BAY
Approx Height: 15.0

Vendor: W & F Lawrence
801 Maitland Vale Road ROSEBROOK NSW 2320

smart little lena 02
lethal lena 02
hot little lady 01

Sire: KIRALA KATALENA - MB - C1-159282
THE RINGER - HSH
JINDARIA RINGLETTE - HSH
CEDAR DOWNS ZOE - HSH

COEUR DESIREE - TB
DOCKAIRNE WHIM - TB
INVERNSK JACKARANDA - TB

Dam: YARRAHAPPINI WISH - HSH - 100051
the wizzard 02
MAGIC - HSH
NONPAREIL - HSH

Remarks:
LAWRENVALE TOPKAT's sire is two times winner ASHS National Supreme Working horse. Topkat has plenty of ability working bison. A quiet gelding ridden by children.

Purchaser ..........................................................$ ................................
Lot 23

CEDERVALE CHEVAL - HSH

Reg No: 184558  Stud Book
Foaled: 23 Oct 2006  MARE
Age: 7  Colour: BAY/BROWN  Approx Height: 14.2

Vendor: CM & JM Young  GST Reg: Yes
Carrigton 127 Loomerah Road TAMWORTH NSW 2340

Sire: CEDERVALE RAFIKI - HSH - 158590
EMERALD HILL BRIGHT BOBBY - HSH
TRAMARLEN TANGLES - LH
ROSEBROOK KILLARNEY - LH

CONGI REO - HSH
CONGI MARGO - HSH

WARRENBRRI ROMEO - IS HSH

Dam: CEDERVALE JEZEBEL - HSH - 127328
STANTON STUD ROUSEABOUT - HSH
BENDOURA BROWNIE - HSH
WYANGLE LASS - TB

PELLIOSS CREEK CADET - FS HSH

QUIDONG JAP - HSH
COLONY KATHLEEN - FM HSH

Remarks:
CEDERVALE CHEVAL is a well bred mare. Her sire and dam are
champions in every way. This mare should suit a competent teenager
who wants to excel in pony club, Stock Horse events and campdrafting.
Hendra vaccinated and microchipped.

Purchaser ...........................................................$ .........................
Lot 24

SILVERTHORN SWEET TALK - HSH

Reg No: 229854 Stud Book
Foaled: 01 Sep 2009 MARE
Age: 4 Colour: BAY/BROWN
Approx Height: 15.1

Vendor: Wardell Family GST Reg: Yes
Fairview 1806 Gloucester Tops Rd Berrico VIA GLOUCESTER NSW 2422

Palmers Fort Abdul - HSH
Bryjen Fort Talon - LH
Dinkum Goldie - MB

Sire: St Ronan Abdul Smoke - LH - 176108
Comara Ablo - HSH
Comara Classic - HSH
Comara Black Lady - HSH

Nabinabah Easy Gun - HSH
Haydon Easy Sun - HSH
Bloomfield Sunshower - HSH

Dam: Barsham Sunaround - HSH - 162619
Haydon Hush - HSH
Barsham Woosh - HSH
Barsham Haste - HSH

Remarks:
Professionally broken in as a two year old. Lightly worked. Turned out, bought back in as a three year old for further training. A soft, kind going, show quality filly. Would suit any discipline.

Purchaser ..........................................................$ ........................................
Lot 25

TOCAL HELGA - HSH

Reg No: 186915           Stud Book
Foaled: 23 Dec 2007       MARE
Age: 6                   Colour: BAY
Approx Height: 15.0

Vendor: W & F Lawrence                        GST Reg: Yes
801 Maitland Vale Road ROSEBROOK NSW 2320

havilah 001
bellevue 02
peggy 18

Sire: ALONE - HSH - SM-137893
      RADUX - FS HSH
topsy 10
trixie 22

      JACK - IS HSH
      HENRYS JACKO - HSH
      HENRYS TRUELY - HSH

Dam: TOCAL XCEL - HSH - 136523
     GLENROCK CRAYON - HSH
     TOCAL NUISANCE - LH
     fleetwood 01

Remarks:
Broken in and trained by Tocal students. TOCAL HELGA is working a mechanical cow well and will have worked bison for eight weeks prior to sale. She is an extremely quiet and capable mare. Helga has the potential to succeed in a range of disciplines. We have continued on with her training and she is ready for a campdraft start.

Purchaser ..............................................................$ ..........................
Lot 26

**ROCAMBOLE SALUTE - HSH**

Reg No: 181108 Stud Book

Foaled: 09 Sep 2005 GELDING

Age: 8 Colour: GREY Approx Height: 14.3.75

**Vendor:** Stephen Family GST Reg: No

805 Seaham Road SEAHAM NSW 2324

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Dam</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OPHIR JAZZ - HSH</td>
<td>BOBADIL CENTREFOLD - HSH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWIFT APOLLO - TB</td>
<td>TIGER RAY - HSH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YARRANOO FLAIR - HSH</td>
<td>ALLAWA PEE WEE - HSH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TARA - FM HSH</td>
<td>CABANS FLIGHT - HSH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Remarks:**

ROCAMBOLE SALUTE carries strong campdraft bloodlines and is very cowy. He has loads of natural ability with good stops, roll backs and haunch turns. He has competed successfully in many disciplines - pony club, ASH events, campdrafting and novice dressage. He is a soft, free moving gelding who would suit a quiet intermediate rider.

Purchaser ..........................................................$ .........................
Make your mark
IN THE SA'LE OR SHOW RING
WITH DC FREEZE BRANDING SERVICES

TIM AND KATHY CONE

The freeze branding business of choice for many of
Australia’s leading Thoroughbred studs.
Branding horses throughout NSW and QLD. No Travelling Charged
QUALITY BRANDING IRONS MADE

Our branding irons come in many sizes to cater
for horses as small as a Miniature to as big as a Clydesdale.
We make your personal branding irons to order and can help with design.

PLEASE CONTACT US FOR VERY COMPETITIVE PRICES
(02) 6768 7964 Ph/Fax, 0413 290 689 Tim 0407 277 051 Kathy
Email: tandkcone@bigpond.com

www.dcfreezebranding.com
Lot 27

TOCAL INDIANA - MB

Reg No: 189206 Stud Book
Foaled: 28 Nov 2008 MARE
Age: 5 Colour: BAY
Approx Height: 14.0.5

Vendor: NSW DPI - Tocal College GST Reg: Yes
Tocal College PATERSON NSW 2421

docs oak 02
DOCS SPINIFEX - IS MBP
roanies lynx 02
Sire: SPIN TO WIN - MB - 152024
CEDAR DOWNS DOCS JUNIOR - MB
CEDAR DOWNS MISHA - MB
TIMOR SHIRALEE - LH

DOCS SPINIFEX - IS MBP
docs lawson 02
freckles bohemia 02
Dam: TOCAL ESSENCE - MB - SM-177667
GLENROCK CRAYON - HSH
TOCAL NUISANCE - LH
fleetwood 01

Remarks:
Broken in and trained by Tocal students. TOCAL INDIANA is a forward moving mare who is fine after a spell. She can be strong minded at times. Indiana will have had 5 weeks working bison prior to sale.

Purchaser ............................................................$ ..............................
Lot 28

TOCAL JEDDA - MB

Reg No: 192244 Stud Book

Foaled: 09 Nov 2009 MARE

Age: 4 Colour: BUCKSKIN Approx Height: 14.3

Vendor: NSW DPI - Tocal College GST Reg: Yes
Tocal College PATERSON NSW 2421

Sire: SPIN TO WIN - MB - 152024
CEDAR DOWNS DOCS JUNIOR - MB
CEDAR DOWNS MISHA - MB
TIMOR SHIRALEE - LH
STAR BLACK MINSTRIL - FS HSH
BOOERIE CREEK FLYING STAR - HSH
HOMEVIEW FLIGHT - LH

Dam: TOCAL ERRETTE - LH - 177665
JARRAPINDI BO JANGLES - LH
WISHING STAR - MB
DOLLYS CAMP - MB

Remarks:
Broken in and trained by Tocal College students. TOCAL JEDDA is good type, well bred, trainable and free going mare who displays the ability to suit a range of disciplines. Her full sister sold for $7,900 at the 2011 Tocal College sale and we have retained her half sister for the broodmare string. Jedda will have had 5 weeks working bison prior to sale.

Purchaser ..........................................................$ ........................
Lot 29

TOCAL KASH - HSH

Reg No: 195499   Stud Book
Foaled: 27 Oct 2010   GELDING
Age: 3   Colour: BLACK
Approx Height:

Vendor: NSW DPI - Tocal College   GST Reg: Yes

Tocal College PATERSON NSW 2421

ABDUL - IS HSH
WAIKON PARK ABRAY - HSH
WAIKON PARK STORMY - IM HSH

Sire: GLENROSS DESRAY - HSH - 106806
RIVOLI RAY - IS HSH
GLENROSS DESIRE - HSH
ST ELMO PEPE - HSH

WARRENBRRI ROMEO - IS HSH
DR JEKYLL - HSH
HANNAFORD STUD FREEDOM - LH

Dam: TOCAL YULINDA - HSH - 133767
AWARD - HSH
TOCAL QUILT - HSH
KILDONAN LILT - HSH

Remarks:
Broken in and trained by Tocal College students. TOCAL KASH is by the well performed campdraft sire GLENROSS DESRAY and is a well bred, big, easy going and good travelling horse. Kash can be standoffish on the ground and will have had 5 weeks working bison prior to sale. At time of nomination, horse measured approx 15.0.25hh.

Purchaser .................................................................$ ........................................
Lot 30

TOCAL KISS ME CHIC - MB

Reg No:  C1-195503     First Cross
Foaled:  16 Dec 2010     MARE
Age:  3     Colour: CHESTNUT
Approx Height:

Vendor:  NSW DPI - Tocal College     GST Reg: Yes
Tocal College PATERSON NSW 2421

smart little lena 02
smart chic olena 02
gay sugar chic 01

Sire:  millionnic chic 02 - UN454332
       reminic 02
       millionnic 02
       mollie montana 01

       WARRENBRI OMEGA - IS LH
       KIRKBYS STUD OFFICER - HSH
       KIRKBYS STUD EPAULET - HSH

Dam:  TOCAL ELISE - HSH - 177663
       YALLATUP RIVOLI REX - IS HSH
       CONDAMINE CRYSTAL - HSH
       KYABRA KINGS CLEVER - HSH

Remarks:
Broken in and trained by Tocal College students. TOCAL KISS ME CHIC is by the well performed sire and 2011 Cloncurry Stockhorse challenge winner Millionic Chic and out of one of Tocals best producing broodmares. She is a well bred, free going and trainable filly showing the ability to suit a number of disciplines. She is girthy after a spell and will have had 5 weeks working bison prior to sale. Her half sister TOCAL IVY sold for $12,900 at the 2012 Tocal College sale. At time of nomination, horse measured approx 14.1.75hh.

Purchaser .................................................................................................$ ................................
Lot 31

TOCAL HOPSCOTCH - HSH

Reg No: 186936  Stud Book
Foaled: 28 Dec 2007  GELDING
Age: 6  Colour: CHESTNUT
Approx Height: 16.1

Vendor: NSW DPI - Tocal College  GST Reg: Yes
Tocal College PATERSON NSW 2421

ELLIOITTS CREEK CADET - FS HSH
DOGWOOD COMET - HSH
DOGWOOD MADAM - IM HSH
Sire: HAZELWOOD CONMAN - HSH - 152613
WARRENBRRI ROMEO - IS HSH
HAZELWOOD ROMANCE - HSH
CARDONIS BREEZE - HSH

JACK - IS HSH
HENRYS JACKO - HSH
HENRYS TRUELY - HSH

Dam: TOCAL YIPS - HSH - 140478
GLENROCK CRAYON - HSH
TOCAL NUISANCE - LH
fleetwood 01

Remarks:
Broken in and trained by Tocal College students. TOCAL HOPSCOTCH is by the well performed campdraft sire HAZELWOOD CONMAN and is a big, quiet and easy going gelding who has been used on the Tocal College Ag plant for the past 4 years for mustering and cattle work. He will have 5 weeks working bison prior to sale. Hopscotch is being sold as he is too tall for an Ag Plant horse to teach students to ride on.

Purchaser ..................................................$ ........................
Lot 32

TOCAL KOUGAR - HSH

Reg No: 195512 Stud Book

Foaled: 06 Dec 2010 GELDING

Age: 3 Colour: CHESTNUT

Vendor: NSW DPI - Tocal College GST Reg: Yes
Tocal College PATERSON NSW 2421

ABDUL - IS HSH
WAIKON PARK ABRAY - HSH
WAIKON PARK STORMY - IM HSH

Sire: GLENROSS DESRAY - HSH - 106806
RIVOLI RAY - IS HSH
GLENROSS DESIRE - HSH
ST ELMO PEPE - HSH

JACK - IS HSH
HENRYS JACKO - HSH
HENRYS TRUELY - HSH

Dam: TOCAL YIPS - HSH - 140478
GLENROCK CRAYON - HSH
TOCAL NUISANCE - LH
fleetwood 01

Remarks:
Broken in and trained by Tocal College students and is by the well performed campdraft sire GLENROSS DESRAY. TOCAL KOUGAR is an athletic, soft, free going and well conformed gelding. He was second in the 2012 Tocal College Stock Horse challenge and has the ability to suit a range of disciplines. He is girthy after a spell but fine once in work and will have had 5 weeks working bison prior to sale. His half sister TOCAL IMAGINE sold for $7,000 at the 2012 Tocal College sale. At time of nomination, horse measured approx 15.1.5hh.

Purchaser .................................................................$ ..........................
Small Animal Services
- Modern fully equipped hospital
- Full surgical, diagnostic & hospitalisation facilities
- Vaccinations & microchipping
- Desexing & dentistry
- Flea, worm and heartworm treatments
- Grooming Services & hydrobath
- Puppy classes
- Large range of high quality pet accessories & pet foods

Large animal Services
- Equine Centre
- On site consultations
- Artificial breeding
- In house pathology
- Pre-Purchase Examinations
- Pregnancy Testing
- Dentistry
- Radiology
- Endoscopy
- Ultrasound
- Surgery

24 hour emergency services available

Greencross Vets Maitland
9 Walker Street, Maitland NSW 2320
Tel 02 4934 3044

OPEN HOURS
Mon – Thurs
8.30am - 6.30pm
Friday
8.30am - 5.00pm
Saturday
8.30am - 12 noon

www.greencrossvet.com.au
Lot 33

BARNETTS STIRLING - HSH

Reg No: 194346 Stud Book

Foaled: 03 Nov 2010 GELDING

Age: 3 Colour: CHESTNUT

Vendor: NSW DPI - Tocal College GST Reg: Yes

Tocal College PATERSON NSW 2421

Remarks:
Broken in and trained by Tocal College students and by the well performed all round sire KIRKBYS STUD THEO. BARNETTS STIRLING is a quiet, balanced, well conformed gelding with an easy going nature. He is showing the ability to suit a range of disciplines. He was third in the 2012 Tocal College Stock Horse Challenge and will have had 5 weeks working bison prior to sale. Stirling was purchased as a foal straight off the mother from Barnetts Australian Stock Horse Stud and has undertaken the Tocal College training program. At time of nomination, horse measured approx 15.1hh.

Purchaser .................................................................................$ ..........................
CHAPTER ONE - PRELIMINARY
1. (a) A vendor is bound by these terms and conditions by offering livestock for sale.
(b) An agent (which includes an auctioneer) is bound by these terms and conditions by conducting a sale.
(c) A buyer is bound by these terms and conditions by bidding at auction.
2. (a) In these terms the expression auctioneer, agent, buyer and vendor respectively includes the servants, contractors, agents of them. The auctioneer, agent, buyer and vendor shall be wholly responsible for the acts and omissions of their respective servants, contractors and agents. The term "auctioneer" includes, so far as the Act and context permits, the vendor’s stock and station agent.
(b) When used in these terms the expressions "companion animals" means all animals originating from a property on a particular day. Where lots are split and sent to multiple establishments, then all of these animals shall be regarded as companions.
3. These terms and conditions are subject to legislation or regulation in the State in which the auction is conducted and in the event of any conflict then the legislation or regulation will prevail. The provisions of these terms and conditions are in addition to, and do not derogate from, the duties and rights of vendors, agents and buyers set out in legislation and regulation in the State in which the auction is conducted.

CHAPTER TWO - STANDARD TERMS OF SALE
4. Subject to any reserve price, and to the right, prior to the fall of the hammer, of the vendor to withdraw any lot without declaring the reserve, the highest bidder shall be the buyer.
5. The auctioneer has the right to bid on behalf of the vendor provided that right is notified prior to the commencement of the sale and is subject to State law.
6. A bid cannot be made or accepted after the fall of the hammer.
7. The last price called by the auctioneer at the fall of the hammer shall be the amount at which the lot has been sold.
8. In the event of a disputed bid, the auctioneer is the sole arbiter of the successful bidder or the auctioneer may decide to put the lot up again. The auctioneer’s decision is final.
9. The auctioneer may refuse to accept any bid which, in the auctioneer’s opinion, is not in the best interests of the vendor and need not give reasons for doing so. The minimum bid for liveweight selling is 0.2 of a cent ($0.002).
10. A bidder shall be deemed to be a principal unless, prior to bidding, the bidder has given to the auctioneer a copy of written authority to bid for or on behalf of another person.
11. Successful bidders. The actual successful bidder at an auction sale must give to the auctioneer or an employee of the auctioneer at the fall of the hammer:
(a) The purchaser’s name; or
(b) The name of the person on whose behalf the successful bid was; and the
(c) PIC of destination.
12. The auction shall be conducted on the basis that the bid price shall be exclusive of Goods and Services Tax (GST). GST shall be added after the fall of the hammer for those sales subject to GST.
13. As soon as practicable after the fall of the hammer, the buyer shall sign the agreement for sale (if any).
14. If a buyer does not comply with any of these terms and conditions, which includes the requirements of State law, any stock knocked down to that buyer may be re-sold by public auction or private contract in whatever lots and manner the auctioneer decides. The re-sale may be with or without notice and shall be at the buyer’s risk. The buyer is responsible for all loss and expense arising out of a re-sale and is not entitled to any resulting profit.
15. The buyer of livestock must pay the agent the full amount of the purchase price on receipt of a tax invoice. Payment is required prior to delivery unless some other time for payment is specified in a written agreement between the buyer and the auctioneer that was made before the fall of the hammer.
16. No person may bid unless, prior to the commencement of the sale, that person has made arrangements satisfactory to the auctioneer for payment for stock purchased. If bids in breach of this condition are inadvertently accepted, delivery shall not be given until the purchase money is paid and any law, rule or practice to the contrary is accordingly negated as far as possible.
17. (a) Cattle sold on a liveweight basis that are weighed pre-sale are at the risk and expense of the buyer upon the fall of the hammer.
(b) Cattle sold on a liveweight basis that are weighed post-sale are at the risk and expense of the buyer immediately after weighing.
(c) All stock other than cattle sold on a liveweight basis are at the risk and expense of the buyer upon the fall of the hammer.
18. (a) Subject to this clause the sale is complete on the fall of the hammer.
(b) The time for rejection is the time commencing at the fall of the hammer and ending at the first of:
(i) Delivery is taken by a representative of the buyer;
(ii) Departure of the animal from the purchaser’s delivery pen; or
(iii) One hour after the last animal is: • In the case of pre-sale weighing, sold; or • In the case of post-sale weighing, weighed.
(c) During the time for rejection the buyer may reject any animal which is lame, blind or diseased where that condition existed prior to the fall of the hammer but could not be reasonably observed when the animal was in the selling pen.
(d) If the purchaser rejects an animal during the time for rejection then the sale of that animal is cancelled and the animal is returned to the vendor or sold at such price as the purchaser and the agent may agree.
(e) The right to sub-clause (d) applies to cattle which are sold in Queensland at auction for slaughter. The agent has responsibility for the prevention of loss or escape (but not death, sickness or injury) of those cattle from the time of the fall of the hammer, through delivery to and from the scales, to the buyer’s delivery pen and on to the buyer’s nominated transport. This responsibility ends at the earlier of those cattle boarding the buyer’s nominated transport or sunset on the day after the sale. This sub-clause does not apply if the agent makes an announcement to that effect prior to sale.
19. (a) Subject to the right of rejection in Clause 18, all conditions and warranties expressed or implied by law are hereby excluded from the sale to the extent that the law allows. All lots are open for inspection prior to the commencement of the sale and are sold with all faults, if any, subject to the requirements of State law. Any statements made by the vendor or the auctioneer whether in writing or orally to the effect that any female has been pregnancy tested or scanned positive shall mean and require only that a certificate in writing shall be supplied to the buyer signed by a qualified veterinary surgeon or certified scanner certifying that the said female has been tested or scanned on the date specified in the certificate and that in the opinion of the surgeon or scanner the female was pregnant on that date.
(c) Any statements made by the vendor or the auctioneer whether in writing or orally to the effect that any female has been pregnancy tested or scanned positive shall mean and require only that a certificate in writing shall be supplied to the buyer signed by a qualified veterinary surgeon or certified scanner certifying that the said female has been tested or scanned on the date specified in the certificate and that in the opinion of the surgeon or scanner the female was pregnant on that date.
(d) For cattle, the agent undertakes to make every reasonable effort to ensure that any NLIS cattle device number is transferred from the saleyard account to the purchaser’s account on the NLIS database no later than midnight on the day of the sale.
(e) Where livestock have a food safety or market eligibility status derived from the NVD and/or the NLIS database, the agent will inform the buyers by presale catalogue in conjunction with vendor branding and/or announce the status prior to the offering of those lots.
LIVESTOCK AUCTION TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE

20. If delivery is made to, or possession obtained by, the buyer or its representative before full payment of the purchase money, then until full payment is received, the buyer:
   (a) Does not acquire title to the stock;
   (b) Holds the stock as bailee only for the vendor;
   (c) Must act in a fiduciary capacity in its relationship with the vendor;
   (d) Must store the stock separately or so that they are readily distinguishable from other stock owned by the buyer;
   (e) Is responsible for the safety and well being of the stock;
   (f) May make a bona fide sale for market value of any or all of the stock. As between the buyer and the subsequent buyer, the sale shall be made by the buyer in its own name and not as agent for the vendor, however as between the vendor and buyer, the sale shall be made as bailee and agent for the vendor; and
   (g) Must keep and account for the proceeds of any subsequent sale separately from its other money and hold those proceeds, together with the benefits of any rights against subsequent buyers, on trust for the vendor.

21. In addition to clause 20, if payment is not made according to clause 15, but delivery has been made to, or possession obtained by, the buyer or its representative:
   (a) The vendor or its agent may repossess and resell the stock and enter property owned or occupied by the buyer or its representative if necessary to do so; and
   (b) Interest may be charged at the rate usually charged by the vendor and the amount of any interest shall render the vendor's claim on the proceeds priority to the buyer's claim on the proceeds.

22. The buyer may not make any claim against the vendor for actions by the vendor under clauses 20 or 21 and indemnifies the vendor against any loss, damage, costs, expenses, penalties, fines or claims suffered by the vendor or any person or entity arising from the vendor exercising its rights under clauses 20 or 21.

23. Wherever the auctioneer pays the vendor before being paid by the buyer, the auctioneer is the del credere agent of the vendor and the parties acknowledge that all rights of the vendor as reserved hereunder are fully subrogated to the auctioneer. Nothing in these terms and conditions shall render the auctioneer in any way whatsoever liable to the buyer as vendor nor entitle the buyer to set off against the auctioneer any right the buyer may have against the vendor or otherwise.

24. The auctioneer has been retained by the vendor as auctioneer for the purpose of selling the livestock comprised in the lots. The terms of engagement between the auctioneer and the vendor do not extend to the provision of advice by the auctioneer to the vendor in relation to the safety or otherwise of the sale ring, the saleyards and the surrounding environments.

CHAPTER THREE - WARRANTY FOR CORRECT PRESENTATION AND DECLARATION

25. This chapter applies only in the case of livestock and their companion animals sold at auction for slaughter when the buyer is the slaughterer and the livestock are transported direct from the sale yard to the meatworks at which they are slaughtered. This chapter does not apply if the buyer is a trader who subsequently resells the livestock to a slaughterer. A slaughterer is any person who pays the AMPC Processor levy.

26. The warranty of a vendor is that livestock and their companion animals offered for sale at auction:
   (a) Pass AQIS and other regulatory authority requirements and inspections at the time of slaughter;
   (b) Are of merchantable quality;
   (c) Carry an NLIS device in accordance with State law;
   (d) In the case where a representation has been made in the pre-sale catalogue that the livestock have particular characteristics or are fit for a particular purpose or market, and such representations are based on information in the National Vendor Declaration, the livestock will have those characteristics or will be fit for the particular purpose or market; and
   (e) All information in any National Vendor Declaration provided by the vendor is true, complete and correct in all material respects.

27. In the event of a breach by the vendor of the vendor's warranty and provided such breach is notified by the buyer to the vendor's agent by 5:00pm on the 7th day after the fall of the hammer then the buyer is not liable to pay the purchase price of such of the vendor's livestock to which the breach applies.

28. However if the breach by the vendor is such that the livestock are not rejected outright but are instead downgraded then the buyer will pay the value of the livestock at their next highest and best use.

29. In the case of a breach by the vendor of the vendor's warranty then the vendor will also be liable to the buyer for any further losses which the buyer might establish but the buyer will take all reasonable steps in cooperation with the agent and vendor to mitigate both the effect of the breach and the amount of any loss.

30. Where a sentinel animal of a lot tests positive for chemical residue, and provided such test is certified and notified as required by these vendor warranty terms, then:
   (a) The buyer will be entitled to delay payment for the price of all livestock in that lot; or
   (b) The vendor has the option, at the vendor's cost, of collecting the companion animals and returning them to the vendor's property; or of having the stock slaughtered in which event the risk of further condemnation will be that of the vendor. Where product integrity is potentially jeopardised, the Processor has the right to refuse slaughter and send the livestock back to the consigning property at the vendor's cost.

31. The auctioneer is liable to the buyer in respect of any breach of the vendor's warranty arising out of:
   (a) Any error by the auctioneer, of transcription of information from the National Vendor Declaration completed by the vendor to the presale catalogue or the buyers post-sale summary;
   (b) Any failure by the auctioneer to notify the buyer, prior to bidding, of any breach by the vendor of the warranty of the vendor if the buyer establishes that the agent knew of such breach prior to the sale; and
   (c) Any failure by the auctioneer to disclose prior to bidding, and in the pre-sale catalogue, that the vendor has failed to provide a National Vendor Declaration that is complete in all material aspects.

CHAPTER FIVE - NOTICES REQUIRED BY STATE LEGISLATION

NSW Legislation Property, Stock and Business Agents Act 2002 Warnings Penalties for collusive practices. It is an offence against the Property, Stock and Business Agents Act 2002 for a person to do any of the following as a result of a collusive practice, or to induce or attempt to induce another person by a collusive practice to do any of the following:
   (i) To abstain from bidding; or
   (ii) To bid to a limited extent only; or
   (iii) To do any other act that might prevent free and open competition. Severe penalties may be imposed on persons convicted of collusive practices. The auctioneer has the right to make one bid on behalf of the vendor if the auctioneer clearly and precisely announces that fact prior to the sale.

© AUGUST 2008 Australian Livestock & Property Agents Association Limited
All rights reserved. Unauthorised reproduction in whole or in part is an infringement of copyright. These are recommended conditions of sale. They are provided to ALPA members as recommended terms and conditions only.
Purchaser’s Instructions

Name: ..........................................................  Bid Card Number: ..............

Address: ............................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................

Town:  ...............................  State:  ..........  Postcode:  ..............

Telephone:  (.....)  ...............  (.....)  .................

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lots Purchased</th>
<th>Amount Paid</th>
<th>TRANSFER REGISTRATION CERTIFICATE TO:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ASH Membership Name  ASH Membership No:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lot No. ........</td>
<td>$...........</td>
<td>...........................................  ...........................................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lot No. ........</td>
<td>$...........</td>
<td>...........................................  ...........................................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lot No. ........</td>
<td>$...........</td>
<td>...........................................  ...........................................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lot No. ........</td>
<td>$...........</td>
<td>...........................................  ...........................................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lot No. ........</td>
<td>$...........</td>
<td>...........................................  ...........................................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lot No. ........</td>
<td>$...........</td>
<td>...........................................  ...........................................</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Delivery/Trucking Instructions:  ○  Own  ○  Other

If other, Transport Name: ..................................................................................

Date Horse Leaving: ..........................................................................................

Insurance (Death Only):  ○  Yes  ○  No

If Yes, period required: ..................................................................................

Signature: ........................................................................................................
Providing all your produce, fertiliser and seed requirements including a wide variety of horse and pet foods

Open Monday to Friday
8am to 5pm
and Saturday 8am to 12pm

Proudly supporting Tocal’s ASH Sale.